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                                    Abstract
This paper introduces CL-ESA, a new multilingual retrieval model for the analysis of cross-language similarity. The retrieval model exploits the multilingual alignment of Wikipedia: given a document d written in language L we construct a concept vector d for d, where each dimension i in d quantifies the similarity of d with respect to a document \(d^*_i\) chosen from the “L-subset” of Wikipedia. Likewise, for a second document d′ written in language L′, \(L\not=L'\), we construct a concept vector d′, using from the L′-subset of the Wikipedia the topic-aligned counterparts \(d'^*_i\) of our previously chosen documents.
Since the two concept vectors d and d′ are collection-relative representations of d and d′ they are language-independent. I. e., their similarity can directly be computed with the cosine similarity measure, for instance.
We present results of an extensive analysis that demonstrates the power of this new retrieval model: for a query document d the topically most similar documents from a corpus in another language are properly ranked. Salient property of the new retrieval model is its robustness with respect to both the size and the quality of the index document collection.
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These keywords were added by machine and not by the authors. This process is experimental and the keywords may be updated as the learning algorithm improves.
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